The results of the present paper essentially confirm -as far as the questions are the same -the results of STANLEY being, however, somewhat more precise than his. The main result is that the complete set of P-rules for a set of fully specified phonemes can be derived from the prime implicants of a certain Boolean function and thus computed without recurrence to linguistic intuition, given only the set of phonemes.
Algorithms for this task can be found in the mathematical literature (e.g. MoCLUSKEY ~6] ). ,This formulation then also allows in a simple way to test intuitively found P-rules for compatibility with a given set of phonemes. No hierarchy of the features need be assumed for this. Moreover, it is shown that phoneme sequences can be treated formally like single phonemes (with a higher number of features); thus all results for single phonemes hold for phoneme sequences as well, and Mrules are not essentially different from P-rules.
Furthermoret some ideas are given how to compute from a set of P-rules another set of rules which generate just the non-redundantly specified matrices, i.e. the lexicon; these rules are called "lexicon rules" (Lrules). Finally, two questions connected with the introduction into phonological matrices of blanks for redundant specifications are discussed, viz. "When do different matrices remain distinct -in the technical sense of [2] , p.#08 -after introduction of blanks?" and the position of blanks in matrices uniquely determined by the redundancy rules alone or has an order of application of the rules to be taken into account?". It is shown that both distinctness and uniqueness are guaranteed if a hierarchy (a total ordering) is introduce~ among the features and if the feature on the right hand side of a rule is required to have higher rank with respect to this hierarchy -e.g. usually [voicedJ is given higher rank than EvocalicJ -than any feature on the left hand side of the rule. Counterexamples show that neither distinctness nor uniqueness necessarily hold if this requirement is not met.
Phoneme-structure rules are discussed in Sec. 2, morpheme-structure rules in Seco3, lexicon rules in Sec.4 and matrices with blanks in Sec.5.
2. Phoneme-structure rules.
As mentioned in the Introduction a phoneme-structure rule (P-rule) is a statement predicting certain feature specifications of a single phoneme given other feature specifications of this phoneme. In order to formalize this concept some notational conventions will = B ,. ,B a set p be introduced. Let m ~ 1 "" pJ of fully specified phonemes and ~ = {fl .... 'fnl the set of n features and ~ = {+,-J the set of the two possible s~ecifications. Any phoneme B~ can then be written set of n ordered pairs: B = {~lfl,.O.~Bnfn~ with as a ~iE~ for i=1,...,n. Every set of m~nordered pairs ~ifi containing each feature only once will be called "phonemic set"; the phonemes of~ are thus special phonemic sets. This set-theoretic notation for phonemes is almost identical to the usual linguistic n~ation and will be mainly used throughout this paper; the only difference is that no ordering of the features is con- will be of some importance, g describes the set of those phonemic sets with n features which are not phonemes of ~. This set which will be denoted by~ is in practice much larger than the set~ since there are 2 n phonemic sets with n features while the number p of phonemes of a natural language is much smaller than 2 n for usual values of n (e.g. n=12).
A prediction for a feature specification of a single phonem e (a P-rule) is, in the set-theoretic notation, a statement of the form (3) {~irl,.O.,~krk~ --~ ~r with ,r F, r@r i for i:l,..,k, 0~k~n-l, which is to be read as "if the phonemic set a =~irl,...,~krk ~.J on the left hand side of (5) (i) a must occur in at least one phoneme of
(ii) ~ must be uniquely determined by a and r ~or simplicity we add a further requirement (iii) a must be minimal, i.e. there is no phonemic set b~a such that b and r already suffice to uniquely determine the specification of r in B.
Since by (ii) a uniquely predicts~ as specification of r there is no phoneme P~ such that the phoneh = au~r~ (i.e. a plus the feature r specified mic set as~, written ~ "as set-theoretlc union) **) is a subset of P. Any phonemic set with n features containing h is, therefore, an element of ~.
A phonemic set h with this property is called im~licant of~ . ~ore specifically, we define the notion of prime implicant of ~ :
Definition l
A phonemic set h = {~irl , .... ~mrm~ (l~m~n) is called prime implicant of ~ if and only if h ' (a) there is no BE~ such that ~B.
~) The case k:O means "r is specified as ~in each phoneme of~". Condition (b) of Def.1 expresses a minimality requirement on h which will turn out to be closely related to requirement (iii) above.
The name "prime implicant" for h was chosen because in the Boolean notation of eqs. (1) and (2) with aj = h\~jrj~ (i°e. ~j is formed from h by omitting ~r~) can be derived which comply with con itione lil through (iii If P = a--~r (a =~lrl,...,~krk~ ,kS0) is a P-rule complying with (i) through (iii) then
is a prime implicant of~ . P is derived from h by 1., and h is uniquely determined by P.
Pj evidently has the --f°rm of eq.(3). Since h is a prime implicant of ~ and ajch there is, by Def.l(b), a Bi~such that aj C B. Thus, Pj complies with (i)° The feature rj omitted in aj is in B necessarily specified as ~j since it must be specified somehow and cannot be specified as OCj because then h~B contrary to Def.l(a). Thus aj and rj uniquely determine ~j and (ii) is met. Suppo$6 there is a bcaj such that b and rj already uniquely determine ~j. Then there is, by Def.l(a), no B~containing c = bU~jrj~ . But this contradicts Def.l(b) since c is a proper part of h. Thus there is no such b and P complies with (iii), too. There is no BG~such that h~B. Pot, otherwise, r is specified as ~ instead of ~ in some phoneme of~ containing a which contradicts (ii). Thus h is, by Def.l(a), an implicant of ~ . Each proper subset of h is part of a B~:
By ( Def.l(b), a prime implicant of~ and, by 1., P is derived from h.
Let h' = ~lSl,...,~s~ a prime implicant of~.
Every P-rule derived from h' has the form P' = aj'-@~js .~ For P to be one of these P' a comparison shows that necessarily a] = a, y~ = ~ and sj = r. Then h' = a]u~jsj~ = au{~r} = h; thus h is uniquely determined by P.
According to Theorem 1 every P-rule for~ complying with requirements (i) through (iii) -it seems rather obvious that a P-rule should meet these requirements -is derived from a corresponding prime implicant of~ o The task of finding all the P-rules for~ is, therefore, equivalent to the task of finding all the prime implicants for ~ or, equivalently, the prime implicants of the Boolean function ~. This is a wellknown mathematical problem which can be more or less efficiently solved on a computer using e.g. the
McCLUSKEY algorithm E6S . (The efficiency of this algorithm depends rather strongly on the number n of features; n must not be too large). Moreover, this result means that, given only the set ~ of fully specified phonemes, the discovery of P-rules for this set need not depend on linguistic intuition; the complete set of Prules can be computed via the prime implicants of which is, in turn, directly determined bye.
By their connection to the prime implicants of~ the P-rules are divided into equivalence classes: two P-rules will be called equivalent if and only if they are derived from the same prime implicant of~ . By Theorem 1.2 the connection between P-rule and corresponding prime implicant is extremely simple; thus equivalence of P-rules is easily tested by comparing the prime implicants. Moreover, the compatibility of an intuitively found P-rule with a given set of phonemes can also easily be tested: if a-@Mr is the P-rule then au(~r 3 must be a prime implicant of~ ; in particular, no phoneme of the set may contain au{~r) • Conditions (i) through (iii) for P-rules or, equivalently, the requirement that P-rules are to be derived from prime implicants of~ are essentially identical to the "true generalization condition" of STANLEY ( K2S, p.421). In our set-theoretic notation this condition for a rule a-~r reads ( ~ means logical implication and from them ten P-rules (two for each of the prime implieants)
This is the complete set of P-rules for tab.l; any other redundancy rule is not a P-rule for this set.
Morpheme-structure rules
According to the Introduction morpheme-structure rules (M-rules) are predictions for feature specifica- where B~ is formed from B 2 by replacing in it fi by fl.
E.g. if ~ ={+fl,+f2~ and B 2 = ~-fl,+f2~ then B~) = {+fl'+f2'-f~ '+f2~
Let~)be the set of all phonemes of 2 nd degree (i.el the set of all admissible phoneme sequences of length two) then 1~ca)is a subset of ~X~ s ( X denotes the set-theoretic product) with~ the original set of phonemes and~ I identical to~ except that fi is replaced everywhere by fl. If every sequence of two phonemes is admissible (this probably is an only theoretical limiting case) then~)=~Ml~ t. After this formal reduction of phoneme sequences to phonemes of higher degree it appears natural to assume that the M-rules will be nothing but the P-rules for the higher-order phoneme set, i.e. they are derivable from the prime implioants of~.
This assumption is supported by the following:
A natural requirement for M-rules is that they reflect the restrictions on possible phoneme sequences of a language. In other words, if every sequence of phonemes is admissible then the M-rules should coincide with the P-rules for the set~ . The following theorem shows that this is indeed the case: 
. Dc~)EI~) by assumption, and thus T L2) is not an implicant of~ ¢~). That is, if T cz) is an implicant of~ c~) then necessarily one of its proper subsets T and T' is an imp]icant of ~(~)which shows that T c,) is not a prime implicant of~C~).
Thus, if every sequence of phonemes is admissible then the prime implicants of ~¢*) contain features only from [ or only from ~i , i.e. they are prime implicants of ~ ; because any prime impli£ant of ~ evidently is a prime implicant of ~¢~) the sets of prime implicants of ~ and ~cz) are identical which means that the Mrules for~x~ l coincide with the P'rules of ~ . Prime implicants of ~c*) other than those of ~ , in particular such with features from both phonemes of a two-phoneme From the preceding it is clear how to extend the definitions given to the case of sequences of more than two phonemes; in order to get the M-rules one has to find the prime implicants of ~¢~) with k~3 (k is the length of the sequence), i.e. the prime implicants of a BoJlean function of kn variables. The practical diffi ~ culty of this task for larger values of k and n should not be underestimated and here probably further research is necessary. In principle, however, all the M-rules of a language can be computed given only the set of all admissible phoneme sequences of this language (each phoneme being fully specified); furthermore, the M-rules in the literature, e.g. in HALLE E3~ , can be thus given tested for compatibility with each other and for conformity with the occurring phoneme sequences.
LexicOn rules.
Having computed a set of P-rules (or M-rules) predicting the specifications of certain features the rules can be used to remove these "redundant" specifications from the phonemes. It is common in linguistic practice to replace redundant specifications by blanks.
In the set-theoretic notation used here complete removal of redundant elements ~r from the phonemes seems to be more adequate. In this section some ideas will be given holds. Ordering of the features is quite common in phonology though it is usually introduced at an earlier stage than here. In every prime implicant h of I~ there is, then, one feature f with the highest rank according to this ordering and we can require that from all the P-rules derivable from h only the single rule having f on the right hand side shall be chosen. Since by Theorem 1.2 h is uniquely determined by each of its 2-rules no generality is lost by this special selection. In every P-rule aj --~ ~jr of (7) the left hand side then contain~ only features of a rank less than r, and thus also a r in (10) contains only features of a rank less than r. All the L-rules are then ordered in a nathral way: they are applied in the order of their right hand sides, and the non-redundant specifications are thus filled in "from top to bottom" starting with the lowest-order feature and ending with the highest-order feature.
2.
Since any b occurring in the process of generation t8 contains only non-redundant specifications all specifications in a r predictable via the P-rules from other specifications of a r must be removed from a r. If a r consists of a single specified feature occurring in a P-rule c--~a r then c --~±r is also an L-rule.
3.
If ~r for some r is always false then the specification of r is always predictable and no L-rule concern-A ing r exists; if, on the other hand, a r is always tru___~e or if -which is the case e.g. with the lowest-order feature -no P-rule concerning r exists then the specification of r is never predictable which is expressed by the L-rule ~--~r • With these additional conventions a set of L-rules is computed by (9) from the iP-rules such that for each L-rule there is at least one phonemic set to which it is applicable.
As an example consider the P-rules for tab. Thus, even if the blank on r in B cannot be put there by P1 because it is "blocked" by P2 there is always P3 which cannot be blocked by P2 and which puts the blank on r in B. Thus, the position of blanks in the phonemes of ~ is uniquely determined by the P-rules alone independent of the order in which they are applied.
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